®

Business Email
as it should be
solving the most critical issues,
in a cost-efficient way.

What is unique:
UPTIME
Ensured via DUAL ACTIVE servers

www. sophimail.com

Your email is always on, as it is hosted on two private servers, in dual active
mode, perfectly synchronized and 24/7 monitored. This means, that in
case of an outage, you will continue enjoying a fully functional email, from
the other active server. We can also built for you, your own hybrid servers.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY
Ensured through your own DAILY BACKUP copy
Every day, we deliver a server-side backup of your cloud emails to a
location you trust (on premise, e.g. NAS, or another cloud), in a structured
and interoperable format (Maildir). Ideal for Archiving and e-Discovery, it
ensures your Data Portability (GDPR Art. 20) and Business Continuity.

DATA PRIVACY
Protected at maximum, BY DESIGN and BY DEFALUT
1. Transparent code, no backdoors, no data collection. Starting from such a
purified ground, we go as far as you wish, in order to protect your privacy.
2. Isolate on your own private VM or dedicated server(s): we build your
email server(s) wherever you trust the most around the globe. Should you
need advice, we’ll be happy to recommend top-quality Datacenters. With
us, you know exactly where your data is hosted and replicated.
3. Encrypt your data both while on storage and while on transfer: we install
the SSL Certificates of your selection, as strict as you require.

FIRM CONTROL
Made easy with an advanced DASHBOARD
Control multiple domains across different locations from one single screen!
Log analytics, domain quota thin provisioning and more powerful functions,
all at your fingertips, with neat and beautiful graphs (Bootstrap & CakePHP).

Advanced features:
CLEAN INBOX, NO SPAM, NO LOSS
Smart AntiSpam. SPF/DKIM/DMARC authentication
Self-learning Anti-Spam filters all “spam” and “fraudulent” emails from
your inbox and places them separately, in your personal JUNK folder. You
can access them anytime and easily “drag & drop” those you want back
into your inbox. All outgoing emails are always delivered to the recipient’s
inbox, as your company's domain reputation is kept “clean and safe“.

www. sophimail.com

ORGANISED FILING

AND

SHARING

via IMAP Folder sharing, ACL structure and SIEVE rules
Form the tree-file-structure you want and set automatic filing with Sieve
rules. Share only what you want, with the ones you want, giving specific
rights: read, write, delete etc. Sharing Corporate Calendars, Contacts and
Tasks is practical and time-saving: check availabilities so as to organize a
new event or meeting. Define auto-replies, such as “Out-of-office”, for a
truly professional correspondence.

SUPPORT
The heart of SophiMail beats here!
Continuous monitoring, maintenance and upgrades is our commitment,
so that you always enjoy an enterprise-class Email, as agreed.
Help Desk: Ticketing system and Knowledge base are available 24X7X365.
Dedicated Support including on-the-spot visits and telephone IT support
are custom-designed upon your specific requirements, so that you get
exactly what you need; no more, no less.

COST REDUCTION
SophiMail is free. You pay only for installation and hosting
1. Get the best email server free! No license, no extras required. Effective
Anti-Spam and ISP (Intrusion Prevention System) are all built in.
2. No IT investments required: SophiMail fits in your existing IT systems,
because it is 100% systems & platforms agnostic. Perfectly syncs with
MS Active Directory. You are also free to plan your future IT purchases.
3. Low resources consumption: 1 CPU core and 2 GB RAM for 100 Users!
4. No training required. Connect with any device you prefer, desktop or
mobile, and any Email Client you prefer: AppleMail, Outlook,
Thunderbird, TELiX etc., older or latest editions.

Trusted solution
for over 200 domains.
Selected deployments:

Compare SophiMail:
SophiMail stands out against main competitors in the most critical issues: IT Control, Privacy, Business Continuity and Cost
Efficiency, while it competes very well in all the rest: Email, Collaboration and Security.

QUOTA MANAGEMENT (STORAGE)

Email & Collaboration

LARGE ATTACHMENTS
ALL EMAIL CLIENTS SUPPORTED

Security
IT control

NO

NO

allocate GB per actual User needs

fixed 50GB per User (or 100GB at 6,70€)

fixed 30GB per User (unless you pay 8€)

up to 150 MB

up to 150 MB

up to 25 MB

YES

NO

G Suite

Outlook 2016 not supported by Exchange
2007

most of them

IMAP FOLDER SHARING
with ACCESS RIGHTS PER USER

YES

NO

no access rights per User

TREE-STRUCTURE FOR FILING

YES

YES

NO

SIEVE RULES

YES

NO

NO

SHARED CALENDARS, CONTACTS

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

sync on premise enables single-sign-on

PERSONALISED ANTISPAM & JUNK

YES

YES

NO

WHITE LISTING

YES

NO

YES

SPF, DKIM, DMARC

YES

YES

YES

ANTI-VIRUS
IPS ON PREMISE

OPTIONAL
we insist that you protect all devices (not
only server) via professional AntiVirus

YES

YES

centrally controlled by MS

centrally controlled by Google

YES

YES

it blocks attacker-IP and notifies admin

blocks Users, instead of attacker-IP

DLP (Data Loss Prevention)

NO

2FA

YES

does not apply

YES

YES

but for 6,70 € per user/month

but for 8 € per user/month

YES

YES

YES

YES

ensured via Daily Backup on premise

but for 6,70 € per user/month

but for 8 € per user/month

LOG ANALYTICS

YES

NO

NO

MULTI-LOCATION CONTROL

YES

NO

NO

NO

does not apply

ARCHIVING, e-DISCOVERY

LEAN SERVER ARCHITECTURE
FILE-SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
DAILY BACKUP ON PREMISE

Privacy - GDPR compliance

Exchange

YES

older to latest versions

SYNC WITH ACTIVE DIRECTORY

PRIVACY BY DESIGN
(TRANSPARENT CODE)
PRIVACY BY DEFAULT
PRIVATE CLOUD
(VPS or DEDICATED SERVER)
FILE-SYSTEM STORAGE ENCRYPTION
ON PRIVATE CLOUD
DATA PORTABILITY (GDPR Art 20)
100% COMPATIBILITY
100% UPTIME

Critical Issues

SophiMail

100% BUSINESS CONTINUITY

FLEXIBLE DEPLOYMENT

COST EFFICIENCY - SERVER IS FREE

LIGHT WEIGHT

YES

YES
separate email engine - web services

YES

NO

extreme stability on premise

(remains data-base)

YES
on your NAS, or any trusted cloud

YES
you can check any time; no backdoors

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

no privacy on/off buttons

privacy settings exist; not 100% safe

privacy settings exist; not 100% safe

YES

YES

isolate on a cloud you trust, away from
multitenant environments

but expensive to acquire, rescource-hungry
and not recommended on VM

YES

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

No data portability
No full compatibility

partially

NO

NO

ensured via Daily Backup on premise

YES
100% systems & platforms agnostic
Sync with MS Active Directory

YES
via 2 active servers in perfec sync

NO

YES

NO

NO

via Daily Backup in a structured and
interoperable format and full compatibility

no copy of your data in interoperable
format; high incompatibility

you don't have your cloud data in
interoperable format

no hybrid
(no dual active servers)

only SaaS

YES
On premise: standard or cluster,
on Cloud: private or SaaS and Hybrid

YES
pay only deployment & hosting

YES
1 CPU core and 2 GB RAM for 100 Users

NO
you pay LICENSE per User etc.
Migration path is unclear & costly

NO
resource & power hyngry
not recommended for VM

only SaaS

only SaaS

Note: The above table is regularly updated; however, facts may be modified anytime. Should you discover discrepancies before we do, please,
notify us: support@sophimail.com. Names and trademarks mentioned above belong to the respective companies.

Get TOP email features for FREE:
All features listed below are inherent in SophiMail software, thus are available for free in all installations: on-premise or cloud.

User benefits

IT benefits

Auto-filing, tree-structure, tidy inbox

Powerful Dashboard

Selective folder sharing, with access rights

Full compatibility

Let SophiMail do the dull work for you! For example, set up
the tree-structure you want; then, simply apply Sieve rules,
to let your incoming mail get automatically saved in the
specified folders!
Share only the folders you want, instead of sharing your
whole inbox!). Set specific rights per User: some may only
read, but others also write, delete etc. This is the
professional way to share and collaborate!

Shared Calendars, Contacts and Tasks

Organize your work faster and easier, from scheduling a
new event with shared Calendars and Contacts, to
delegating tasks. Also, keep your personal calendars and
contacts separately.

Self-learning Anti-spam

Well balanced, self-learning anti-spam protects each
mailbox. Adopting to each User’s preferences, this smart
Antispam catches all “suspicious” mails and retains them in
the User’s personal junk folder, at his discretion. No mail
gets lost!

Keep favorite Email Client and device

SophiMail works equally well with all Email Clients: Outlook,
AppleMail, Thunderbird, etc. Premium web-mail offers 5
different “Themes” to match your personal style!

Unique!

Log analytics, centralized control of multiple domains and
locations from one single screen, quota thin provisioning
and more powerful features are at your fingertips.
SophiMail advanced Dashboard is a unique IT experience!

Systems- and platforms-agnostic, SophiMail works
equally well with all Email Clients, all devices, mobile and
desktop, older to latest versions. Syncs with Active
Directory. Each User connects with his familiar UI, thus
you avoid frustration and training costs.

Daily Backup, Data Portability

Unique!

Get full control, as if you had a mail-server on premise!
Every day, we deliver a server-side copy of your cloud
emails, on a location you indicate: on premise (NAS), or
on cloud. Delivered in a structured and interoperable
format (Maildir), it ensures Data Portability, as per GDPR
Art 20 and your Business Continuity. This feature is
available upon request; you will be only charged a small
fee for initial installation and enjoy it for free ever after.

Archiving and E-Discovery

Your Daily Backup is ideal for Archiving and e-Discovery.
Saved in tamper-proof media (e.g. non-rewritable Blu-ray
discs), it is ideal for litigation purposes.

PAY ONLY for installation and hosting:
Now, having secured the above TOP features in the software, it is time to decide where you want to install. Installation will
allow you to maximize the most critical business factors: Cost Efficiency, Data Privacy, Business Continuity and Uptime.

Let us build

your private email server(s).
You pay one-off for the deployment:

On-premise

Cloud

Hybrid

Standard

Cluster

max

max

max

max

Data Privacy

max

max

max

max

Business Continuity

100%

100%

100%

100%

Cost Efficiency*

software is free; you
pay for installation

Uptime

depends on the
DC you select

100%
guaranteed

* Request your quote now and see how much you could save with SophiMail: http://www.sophimail.com/presales/

TRY for FREE:
Download and try SophiMail software for as long as you wish: www.sophimail.com/downloads

Get the most out of SophiMail:
Our partner will be happy to present what SophiMail can do for you.
Averway Technologies Ltd.

5, Loutrakiou Str. 2027 Nicosia, Cyprus, Tel. (+357) 2200 8298, www.averway.com

